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Abstract

Current trends in nuclear power generation (and particularly in pressurized water reactors) are
toward plant life extension and extended fuel bumup. A higher heat generation rate can induce local
boiling regimes at the fuel rod surface in the hottest channels of the core, which can strongly modify
the chemical environment of the cladding and influence the oxidation rate of zirconium alloys.

Tests performed in out-of-pile loops under severe chemical and thermal-hydraulic conditions
(nucleate boiling, higher lithium contents compared to PWRs) reveal two important phenomena :

• an increase of the oxidation rate of Zircaloy-4 cladding materials in "high" lithiated
environments,

• an enrichment of the chemical additives in the primary water (boron, lithium) at the
surface of the cladding under nucleate boiling conditions.

The latter phenomenon, also called « hideout effect», is mainly controlled by some thermal
hydraulic parameters such as bubble diameters and nucleation site density. These parameters strongly
depend on the oxide morphology (roughness, porosity).

The lack of reliable data in high temperature water environments has led to the development of
a specific instrumentation based on visualization. The fitting of windows on the REGGAE out-of-pile
loop provides an optical access to the two-phase flow regime under PWR operating conditions,
allowing for the characterization of the parameters at the origin of the chemical species hideout
process.

These direct observations of the cladding surfaces subjected to nucleate boiling conditions
provide information about the development of the boiling mechanisms in relation to the morphology
of the oxide layers (porosity, thickness, roughness).

1. INTRODUCTION

The new operational conditions for modem nuclear power plants (and particularly in
pressurized water reactors) can induce local boiling regimes at the fuel rod surface in the hottest
subchannels of the core. This new trend toward higher heat generation rates and higher lithium
contents for extended fuel cycles imposes a need for a fuel cladding corrosion properties
enhancement.

Studies have been conducted to determine and to understand the effects of such operating
conditions on the fuel cladding corrosion rate [1],[2],[3]. Some tests have been performed in
experimental devices such as out-of-pile loops or autoclaves, leading to the following conclusions :
• an acceleration of the corrosion rate is observed under nucleate boiling conditions in high lithiated

environments,
• the differences of behavior toward corrosion of cladding submitted to similar void fractions show

that this parameter is not sufficient to evaluate the influence of nucleate boiling on corrosion,
• the effect of nucleate boiling on the corrosion rate is more pronounced for thick layers of

zirconium oxide,
• some destructive analyses of the zirconium oxide layers show the existence of an interaction

between the lithium enrichment under boiling condition and the oxide morphology (porosity,
roughness). They also demonstrate that the presence of the vapor phase strongly modifies the
chemical environment of the cladding, and leads to an enrichment of the chemical additives in the
primary water (boron, lithium) at the surface of the cladding.
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Based on these results, the modelling of the chemical additives enrichment under boiling
conditions has been developed in order to extend the CEA/COCHISE oxidation model to the
prediction of Zircaloy-4 corrosion rates under two-phase flows [2].

The enrichment phenomenon, also called the hideout effect, is extremely linked to the two-
phase flow pattern near the wall (bubble diameters and density..) and also to the oxide morphology
(roughness, porosity).

Nevertheless, very few data are available in the range of thermal-hydraulic parameters of PWR
cores, i.e. high pressure and high heat flux. Thus, to improve our understanding of the boiling effect
on corrosion kinetics, a specific instrumentation based on visualization techniques has been developed
to obtain information about the flow pattern near oxidized claddings in PWR conditions.

The analysis of the images resulting from the flow visualization allows to obtain quantitative
data (interfacial area concentration, granulometric properties) of great interest to evaluate the mass
transfer rate between liquid and vapor for all chemical species inside the coolant [4].

2. MECHANISM FOR THE CHEMICAL SPECIES HIDEOUT AT THE WALL

This part is dedicated to the presentation of the hideout effect mechanism and to the analysis of
the lacking experimental data which are necessary to feed the model.

In nucleate boiling conditions, the vaporization process occurs at the wall. The chemical
species present in the liquid phase diffuse in the vapor phase according to their volatility. The less
volatile a compound, the more it concentrates in the liquid at the base of the growing bubbles. Thus,
the enrichment phenomenon occurs in a microlayer of liquid adjacent to the wall [5] (Figure 1).

From a macroscale point of view, the enrichment levels of low volatile compounds mainly
depend (1) on the vaporization rate, and (2) on the liquid mass transfer from the bulk to the wall
through the bubbly layer (Figure 2). The liquid mass transfer is strongly related to the two phase flow
pattern near the wall (bubble diameters and density).

Figure 1 - The enrichment phenomenon
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Figure 2 - The hideout effect

Based on all these considerations and thanks to a simple mass balance equation, a model for the
hideout effect has been developed [2] (Figure 3) and leads to the following expression for the local
enrichment factor of non volatile species Cnv in the liquid film at the wall:

wall G ' . ( l - x )

n v -ibulk
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with Hlv as the vaporization rate at the wall:

with

with

mv =
O-h .AT b . ( l - a /a d )

pvLv+CppLATs
•Pv (kg/m2.s)

sub

x : true vapor weight fraction (quality)
O : heat flux (W/m2)
ATSub : liquid subcooling (Tsat-Tuq) (K)
Lv :latent heat of vaporization (J/kg)
h : heat transfer coefficient (W/m2.K)
pi, pv :liquid ad vapor densities (kg/m3)
Cp : specific heat of liquid (J/kg.K)
a : void fraction , cc<j: void fraction at the Onset of Significant Void [6]
F : volatility of the chemical species (partition coefficient between the liquid and the

vapor)
G' : lateral mass flow rate from the bulk to the bubbly layer (kg/m2.s) [7]

G' = f(Re,Db,G,x,Pl,pv)

Re: Reynolds number
Db :mean diameter of the bubbles (m)
G raxial mass flow rate (kg/m2.s)

Figure 3 - Model of species enrichment

As the flow pattern is of importance, the void fraction is not sufficient to determine the local
chemical environment of the cladding. Actually, the hideout process cannot be characterized properly
without the knowledge of the granulometric properties of the two-phase flow. It seems obviously
possible to have the same void fraction with a much higher bubble density and with a very different
liquid mass transfer rate between the bubbly layer and the bulk. Furthermore, the surface condition of
the cladding may strongly influence the density of the nucleation sites from which bubbles grow on
the wall, as well as the bubble behavior after it leaves its nucleation site.
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Unfortunately, thermal-hydraulic codes allow to calculate macroscopic parameters of the two-
phase flow such as the quality or the void fraction without providing any information about the two-
phase flow pattern near the wall (bubble sizes and density). Moreover, these codes do not take into
account the surface condition.

Besides, very few experimental data exist concerning the characteristics of the two-phase flow
near an oxidized cladding in the range of thermal-hydraulic conditions of PWR cores (high pressure
and high heat flux). Then, this need for a better understanding of the interaction between the fuel
cladding and its thermal hydraulic and chemical environment (hideout effect) has led to the
development of a specific instrumentation based on visualization techniques.

3. FLOW VISUALIZATION INSTRUMENTATION

The visualization device has been adapted on the out-of-pile loop REGGAE which allows to
simulate the operating conditions of the PWR except irradiation (TABLE I.). The test section includes
a rod bundle with nine rods (3x3 rods in square section ) which are electrically heated with heating
rods inserted inside the claddings. This test section is representative of the PWR geometry with the
same mixing grids, pitch, external rod diameter, hydraulic diameters and so on.

TABLE I. OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR PWR AND REGGAE LOOP

thermal hydraulic parameters
Operating Pressure (MPa)
Maximum Wall Temperature(°C)
Mass flow rate (kg/s/m2)
Core flow velocity (m/s)
Wall heat flux (MW/m2)
Void fraction (%)

PWR
15.5
347
3300 < G < 4000
4,7 < V < 5,7
0<1
cc<5

REGGAE
15<P<19
345<T<363
1650 < G < 3000
2,5 < V < 5
a>< 1.2
a < 4 0

Two optical windows have been set on either side of the test section, facing each other (Figure
4). The flow can be lit from one side and observed from the other one. The windows are sapphire
made to get appropriate optical and mechanical properties regarding the operating conditions (disc
dimensions : 20 mm diameter, 7 mm thickness). The lighting is provided by a laser diode with 689 nm
red wave length which delivers very short duration pulses (200 ns) at 25 Hz frequency. The very short
duration pulses allows to freeze the bubbles on each image. The diode can also generate a double-
pulse to measure the vapor phase velocity. The analogical images captured by a CCD video camera at
a speed of 25 frames by second are recorded on S-VHS tapes. A macroscope fitted to the camera
allows high magnification (x80) while keeping a large operating distance (20 cm).
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Figure 4 - Image acquisition system

For this specific visualization test, the range of thermal hydraulic parameters has been chosen
as follows :

• absolute pressure : 2 stages at 2.6 and 15.5 MPa
• coolant temperature : 180 to 340°C
• core flow velocity : 3 to 4 m/s
• heat flux : 0.30 to 1 MW/m2

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The presentation of the experimental results is divided into two different parts. The first one
concerns the effect of some thermal-hydraulic parameters on the two-phase flow pattern, the other
part is dedicated to the effects of the surface condition on the two phase flow pattern.

Figure 5 shows an example of an image obtained thanks to the flow visualization
instrumentation and its common characteristics and scale.

Bubbles

Laser spot

Cladding
element

Flow
direction

250 (im

Figure 5 - Image description

In these out-of-pile loop tests, boiling regimes at the surface of the heating rods can be obtained
by increasing the fluid temperature and the power level or decreasing the axial mass flow rate.
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4.1 Thermal-hydraulic condition effects on the flow pattern

For a given pressure, three thermal hydraulic parameters are of importance concerning the two-
phase flow pattern : the mass flow rate, the liquid temperature at the entrance of the test section and
the heat flux at the wall.

The following images have been taken at 2.6 Mpa. The results are qualitatively the same at 15.5
Mpa, but the 2.6 Mpa images have a better quality. Below each image, the varying thermal-hydraulic
parameter and the mean bubble diameter D are indicated.

• mass flow rate (<E»=0.6 MW/m2, Te=201 °C)

G=2.6 103 kg/m2.s
D~60j im

G=1.74 10Jkg/m2.s
D~ 200 urn

temperature of the test section entrance (<E>=0.6 MW/m2, G=2.1 103 kg/m2.s)

-JSL
Te=196°C
D~ 100 \xm

Te=198°C
D~ 160 urn

Te=202°C
D~310um

• heat flux (Te=198°C, G=2.1 103 kg/m2.s)

<I>=0.6 MW/m2

D~ 130 |im
0=0.8 MW/m2

D ~ 400 urn

These first observations show that the flow pattern of nucleate boiling near the wall is very
sensitive to the thermal-hydraulic conditions. The mean bubble size increases when the heat flux
increases or the mass flow rate decreases.
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4.2 Surface condition effects on the flow pattern

In order to reveal the impact of the cladding surface condition on the boiling process, a
cladding with a low oxide layer (oxide thickness below 3 fim) and another one with a thicker oxide
film (beyond 20 (im) have been observed in the same thermal-hydraulic conditions. In these tests,
boiling phenomena are studied for different heat fluxes, temperatures and mass flow rates at a given
pressure.

^ K Upward flow

Slightly oxidized cladding ^^-ffs
(2.5 pirn oxide thickness) v'>

Oxidized cladding
(20 urn oxide thickness)

D ~ 290 pan
• absolute pressure : 2.6 MPa
• coolant temperature : 202°C
• mass flow rate : 2.1 103kg/m2.s
• heat flux :0.6MW/m2

D~60um

D ~ 270 D ~ 130 um
• absolute pressure : 15.5 MPa
• coolant temperature : 330°C
• mass flow rate : 1.8 103 kg/m2.s
• heat flux : 0.8 MW/m2
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These observations reveal the same effect of the surface condition for pressures of 2.6 and 15.5
Mpa: at a given set of thermal-hydraulic conditions, the mean bubble diameter is smaller and the
bubble density is higher on the thick oxide layer than on the thin one.

As a conclusion, the two phase flow pattern is extremely sensitive to the thermal hydraulic
conditions and also to the surface condition of the cladding which depends on the oxidation stage.

5. DISCUSSION

These observations made in PWR conditions confirm that it is possible to obtain several
different two-phase flow patterns for a given void fraction.

On the one hand, considering one given surface condition, the flow pattern is very sensitive to
the heat flux, the mass flow rate and the temperature. This confirms that the void fraction is not
sufficient to characterize the influence of nucleate boiling on the hideout effect.

On the other hand, considering one given set of constant thermal-hydraulic parameters, the flow
pattern is very sensitive to the surface condition of the cladding. This observation leads to reconsider
the thermal-hydraulic and chemical environment of the cladding according to the oxidation stage : the
evolution of the surface condition of the fuel cladding during the corrosion process must be taken
into account.

The observations are in good agreement with the enrichment model and the corrosion tests
results. A decrease of the bubble mean diameter along with an increase of the bubble density can lead
to a smaller turbulent intensity at the interface between the bubbly layer and the bulk. This effect
minimizes the radial liquid mass transfer and increases the enrichment at the wall. Therefore, the
observations confirm that the thicker the oxide layer, the higher the enrichment factor may be.
According to the mechanism of chemical species hideout at the wall described beyond, the chemical
species concentration at the wall could increase during the growth of the oxide layer.

Moreover, for thick oxide layers, the development of large pores and microcrack networks
allows water to circulate into the oxide film. Then the liquid can be vaporized through the widest
pores increasing the mass vaporization rate and the enrichment of the chemical species inside the
porous oxide [8].

As an ending for this discussion, we can notice that it is difficult to account for the
granulometric properties of any two-phase flow. The diameter distribution and the vapor bubble
density are neither easy to measure nor easy to use for calculus. The interfacial area concentration,
which is the total surface of the interface between the liquid phase and the vapor phase per unit
volume, could be of interest for that aim : indeed it integrates both the diameters and the density of the
vapor inclusions.

The interfacial area concentration is also very interesting because a method has been recently
developed to measure it directly on the images [4]. The pictures obtained with our flow visualization
instrumentation are the result of a transmitted beam through the two-phase flow. Actually, we can
observe the result of the flat projection of thick slices of flow (the thickness corresponding to the
macroscope depth of focus). Now, we attempt to interpret quantitatively these two dimensional
microscopic observations in terms of the three dimensional structure to which they are related. Some
mathematical tools, so-called stereological laws, provide us with some efficient models able to deduce
three dimensional data from these two dimensional microscopic observations. Actually, the local void
fraction and the interfacial area concentration will soon be measured on the images and used to feed
the enrichment model to characterize the effect of nucleate boiling on the cladding corrosion rate.
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6. CONCLUSION

The water chemistry acts upon the corrosion kinetics of zirconium fuel cladding materials. As
nucleate boiling can strongly modify the chemical environment of the cladding, experimental studies have
been conducted showing that the void fraction is not sufficient to characterize the hideout effect, and that
the knowledge of the two-phase flow pattern is necessary. Nevertheless, very few data are available 'in the
range of thermal hydraulic parameters of PWR cores, i.e. high pressure and high heat flux.

The fitting of windows on the REGGAE out-of-pile loop provides an optical access to the two-
phase flow regime under PWR operating conditions, allowing for the characterization of the size
distribution of the bubbles near the cladding surface.

This visualization instrumentation is a non-intrusive and mi-situ technique which provides us with
some fundamental qualitative and quantitative data measured in PWR conditions. The void fraction and
the interfacial area concentration are of particularly interest for the evaluation of the effect of the two-
phase flow pattern on the hideout effect.

The two main conclusions of these observations are that the void fraction is definitely not sufficient
to characterize the enrichment phenomenon at the fuel rod cladding, and that the surface condition of the
cladding must also be taken into account because it strongly influences the two phase flow pattern.
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